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October is manufacturing month and Manufacturing Day was October 2
nd

, so it is important to take 

this opportunity to discuss what that really means to us, the Reno-Sparks region.  We can start by 

first reviewing the message of manufacturing day: “a celebration of modern manufacturing meant to 

inspire the next generation of manufacturers.”  Then let’s decide if we want to become that 

advanced manufacturing hub of the West, and if so, how do we seize on this incredible opportunity? 

“A celebration of modern manufacturing meant to inspire the next generation of manufacturers.”  

This sounds simple, but the message is all about workforce, and predominantly the future 

workforce; like the kids and grandkids of the autoworkers in Detroit over many generations.  Those 

future auto industry workers were “inspired” or at least introduced to the potential of a job in the 

auto industry by their family, friends or school counselors, many of whom had a good job and 

enjoyed a decent living in the auto industry.  Unfortunately, we do not have these multigenerational 

associations with our growing manufacturing sector.   

Long before Tesla looked at us, we were making substantial progress in convincing manufacturing 

companies to consider Reno-Sparks for their relocation or expansion.  In fact, in the past four years, 

in addition to Tesla, we have added more than 50 new manufacturing companies to the region and 

more than 30 of the existing manufacturing companies in the area have also expanded – all totaling 

what is expected to be well over 10,000 new manufacturing jobs in the very near future.  These 

manufacturing companies looked at many locations in the West and what they found here is unique; 

a strategic location, quality workforce and an environment that is cost effective and very supportive 

of advanced manufacturing.   

If we are to be successful at achieving a reputation or (brand) as the “advanced manufacturing hub 

of the West”, we must be able to deliver on the workforce that will fuel this economic engine.  We 

will certainly import some of the workforce we will need.  However, to be a real hub of 

manufacturing, one that continues to attract and grow manufacturing companies for years to come, 

we must develop a pipeline of employees to meet the needs of these new companies 

Understanding advanced manufacturing is the first step. Advanced manufacturing is not “your 

father’s” style of manufacturing: dirty, assembly line and labor intensive.  It is now very equipment 

intensive with robotics and other technology improvements that have dramatically increased 

productivity.  Over time, the labor intensive manufacturing operations have migrated to locations 

where labor was inexpensive like China or Mexico.  As labor costs overseas increase, transportation 

costs rise and speed to market becomes more important, we are seeing many manufacturing 

companies grow or even in-source back to the U.S.   

That means we need to do two things.  First, develop a culture that inspires our youth to seek out 

employment in manufacturing.  Tesla has helped to make manufacturing “cool”, but we need to 

follow up on that as we embrace a culture that respects and even admires those in manufacturing; a 

culture that permeates our schools and families in a way that makes becoming a manufacturing 

employee a goal, even an accomplishment!  A $60,000 to $80,000 a year job is certainly an 

accomplishment, especially when a two year degree or certifications are all that is required for most 

manufacturing jobs. Second, we still need to embed the Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and 



Math skills (STEAM) in our education systems and in our kids if we are to build that army of 

skilled manufacturing employees essential to our long term success.   

So there you have it. We are growing in an exciting industry, one that is transforming our region 

beyond imagination and one that manufactures everything from cans and unmanned aerial vehicles, 

to batteries and maybe even electric cars.  However, we will not succeed in our goal of becoming 

“the advanced manufacturing hub of the West”, unless we first transform our “attitude” to one that 

embraces manufacturing and then focus our education systems to prepare our future workforce to 

meet the needs of these new advanced manufacturing companies – companies like Tesla!   


